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About This Game

Crankies Workshop is a true or false question game with a colorful and friendly atmosphere. Crankie needs help assembling his
new order of Zazzbot's and he needs you to answer the knowledge machines questions to keep it assembling the robots. He will

show you the ropes and then set you loose on all 30 levels consisting of 10 questions per level. Each question you answer is a
stage in the robots assembly and has a dollar value based on the speed you answer correctly. The overall value of each of the 30
completed robots(levels) is tracked and assigned a rating of 1,2,3 by Crankie so you can see yourself progress and try and beat

previous scores.

Features:
Colorful and Friendly Atmosphere
30 Robots(aka Levels) to complete

100 True or False Challenging Questions
3 Ranks to reach per level
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Loving the strategy in this game, once you get the main characters in the story to add to your clan it\u2019s a ton of fun trying
to figure out the strategy of who to use and in what order so they all help each other survive the levels. The level challenges
seem to change so they are repeatable for gold or experience and some add a bit of complication when they force you to use a
specific character and character level..

I can see myself spending lots of time playing and replaying the levels. Some of the Arena type challenges add another aspect to
the game and give you an extra piece to conquer.

Story and comic animations are pretty funny also...
. Play as an African Kingdom and have all the white farmers work for me. Feels nice to be a black master.. this game is
really♥♥♥♥♥♥ it tries to be Age of Empires and Total War: Rome all in one, and it's just excrusiatingly♥♥♥♥♥♥. Funny,
interesting and very addicitve game!. Beautiful game, weather effects incredible, still needs work with sound location

What I really like is that in place of a lot of dinosaurs is the really interesting AI that creates a far more interesting setting, if this
game continues to go down the path of incredible AI as its core strength this game will be unique and hell of a lot of fun to play

Still very early but going places
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I actually bought this game because I thought the name was funny but after playing it I'm really surprised because I had so much
fun with this! I don't really like RPGMaker games but damn that was great. Took me about half an hour to really get into the
story but after that I enjoyed it very much.
Good job Devs <3. So i thought i couldn't become any more lesbian after playing Double Peace.... I was wrong.. All of the
characters are cool if you know them or not (YOU GET A HUTT!). If don't have the money there are other packs with
characters you probably know. Its a nice addition to the game.. just plain bad. bots are literally ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. surprisingly fun.
remember to save.. CPUCore is very good utility for gaming with enogh functionally.
But this DLC has not same level of worth. (205yen at Steam in Japan)

- Not implemented any deep analyzing about hardware
- Not translated button in launched hardware analyzer (I confirmed only Japanese)
- Too expensive about with this functionality

At least (in this time released) need to implement displaying about some hardware's utilization like a CPU usage per core,
memory usage per app, disk usage\/health check...
if not, I can agree if this covered with version up free of charge with CPUCore.

I expected some of new age of software by CPUCore that like a 'hardware-balance-adviser' for gaming. (its not real software
name)

CPU-Z is free.

--- UPDATE (12\/06) ---
Now localization is fixed. Sorry for late because i cannot power on my PC a week by caught fever...

and add post.
If CPUCore set the donate, I will do this because I am a fan of CPUCore.But this is additional product. It make me looking
deeper.
IMO at least DLC have to show the percentage of usage with Memory and Storage by some of text\/graph. (and total amount of
memory!) Network link speed is needed too.If your price tag is $199.
I want your brushed up this DLC in the future like as CPUCore. Maybe this implementation is NOT hard for program wizard
like as you.. good game with amazing puzzles and good music. There's plenty of them "adventure books" on Steam nowadays,
but If you have to pick one "choose your own adventure" game - there's no game like Jackson's. Seriously, the guy knows the
drill, he fills his world with fun to the brim. You can't make a step without encountering some of the weirdest characters or
events in fantasy genre, and having to make all kinds of meaningful (often funny, but not cringey funny) choices while
interacting with them. Classic.. Fantastic Game. Highly recommend.. Very hardcore game to pass level 1, it takes about 1 hour.
But overall the game is fun and cool

Irony Curtain's Revolutionary Update #1:
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Comrades!

Thank you for purchasing the Irony Curtain: From Matryoshka with Love! We hope that your journey to the bestest country in
the world was as great as babushka’s compot! If so, leave as a Steam Review – for the glory of Matryoshka!

This is the first of a few updates to Irony Curtain. We are aware that Western Spies have planted some bugs here and there,
but our special antispy forces are ready to eliminate them once and for all!

That’s why we’re presenting you the official Revolutionary Update with some fixes and polishes, including:

 fixed a few active area points for better cursor feedback;

 fixed a blocking bug that could occur when exiting the Floor Run minigame while Evan is still running;

 fixed sound timing for two final cutscenes;

 fixed errors and typos in the German version of the game;

 made The Butcher's line of business more obvious.

As you might have noticed, the premiere build is missing manual save slots. We’ve found that there is a possibility that reloading
the manual save might fail to call all of the proper actions and changes on a scene, which can cause errors. Since those errors
might be game blocking in specific cases, we decided to turn this feature off and only bring it back when we are 300% sure that
it works properly. Hopefully, this happens very very soon.

Don’t forget to spread the love for the bestest country in the world on your social media, using #IronyCurtain hashtag. You can
also reach us on Irony Curtain’s Steam Forum.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/866190/Irony_Curtain_From_Matryoshka_with_Love/. [Announcement] Company
Conference:

Greeting SOF Community!. Homebrew's third anniversary challenge:
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In honor of *Homebrew's third anniversary* since it launched on Steam we'd like to roll out a new challenge!

The contest's emphasis is on pure creativity, so there are no rules at all (besides the normal rules for all homebrew creations).

So build a car, plane, helicopter, boat, submarine, or whatever you want.

Judging will be done based equally performance and looks.

So if you've got a car that handles like a dream but doesn't look the best, enter it anyway!

Same goes for that perfect model Lamborghini that someone slashed the tires on. Bring em both anyway!

The main idea of this contest is to build the best, most creative vehicle you can.

We're looking for that special flare that took an ordinary build and turns it into something amazing.

In other words, we want to see your creations use outside-of-the-box ideas to really show off something special.

This could be anything as simple as adding a pinwheel or flexible antenna to your car, using creative logic to derive speed,
making a transforming vehicle with some nice smooth transformations, or even just some sweet Delorean-style flames. We
wanna see the most creative, most amazing ideas you can use to kick your vehicle up a notch!

The limit will be 3 submissions per person.

The contest is scheduled to take place between December 1st up until December 11th December 25th! Not a very long time,
only 2 weeks. But we'll be occasionally showing off entries throughout the entire contest. We'll have more details on that soon,
but for now, it's time to get building!. Update v1.34 - Let`s go to Kenya!:

 new map: "Kenya" (free play) initially with greater size

 new feature: decorations and animaldevices becomes displacable
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 no more invisible inventory items after placing on map

 some unreachable steam achievements adjusted

 no more unsatisfied native plants in free maps

. All hands on deck!:

Now that our E3 trailer is ready and we count down to its release, it’s all hands on deck as we focus on getting all the story and
cinematics finished��

#kingsoflorn #ue4 #screenshotsaturday #gamedev #comingsoon2019 #e3 #survivalhorror
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